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Making Tees a Priority

By Elliott Dowling

Tees have been a hot topic at many courses
lately. Significant increases in play have left many
tees struggling to recover and the influx of new
and returning golfers has courses rethinking
current teeing options and wondering if they need
to add more choices. An increased focus on tee
size, growing environments, grass selection and
tee placement is probably long overdue, and the
current issues present a good opportunity to
make improvements to your teeing areas that will
be beneficial long into the future.
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Multimedia Content

Getting the Most From Naturalized
Areas on the Golf Course

Naturalized areas offer many potential benefits to
golf courses, but they also bring maintenance
challenges. Clear goals and a willingness to
accept some imperfections are keys to success.

Watch Video

Talking Tees With Golf Course
Architect Andy Staples

On this podcast, we talk about the art and science
of tee design with golf course architect Andy
Staples. Location, sizing, construction, and dealing
with stigmas about tees are all covered.

Listen Now | Subscribe

Latest from Course Care

How Much Light is Enough? Daily
Light Integral Requirements for
Warm-Season Grasses

Knowing how much light grasses need is essential
for successful management. This research offers
insight into turf selection and strategies for
identifying and managing shade issues.

Read More

The Dirt on Divot Mix

Do you ever wonder why divot mix isn’t the same
at the courses you play? Why do some mixes
have seed while others don’t? The best recipe for
a particular course depends on several factors.

Read More

Regional Updates

Bermudagrass Thrives Under a
Heavy Hand

Bermudagrass recovery from overseeding is never
perfect. A few lucky mishaps have shown that
employing a heavy hand on weak areas delivers
faster recovery than a wait-and-see approach.

Read More

Making Big Things Happen With
Small Numbers

Many courses have fewer staff after high school
and college students return to class. With plenty of
golf season left, management adjustments will
ensure a successful fall season

Read More

Tree Trouble

Now is a great time to start planning tree work for
this fall and winter. Along with trees that negatively
impact growing environments, pay attention to
trees damaged by pests.

Read More

Fairy Ring On Greens is No Fun

Coming out of summer aeration and vertical
mowing, fairy ring can be especially problematic.
Here is some advice that can help you manage
and avoid this stubborn turfgrass issue.

Read More
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